910114-1a
March 20, 2009
Michael/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: ATON
SERIOUS TIMES, FINAL DECISION TIME AND TRANSITIONING
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
01:02
02:23
04:38
05:05
06:00
07:01
11:47
12:25
15:50
16:22
19:00
21:21
22:07
23:53
25:00
26:29
27:45
29:32
34:20
34:52
38:35
38:43
40:26
41:40
42:00
42:11
44:02
45:02
47:00

Serious Times, Final Decision Time and Transitioning
Critical day in physical format and final decision time
Go within and clear space, get confirmation from self
Final passage of graduation rehearsal examination
What will be asked of self at transition time
God easy? God is hardest entity you will ever meet
Stand before total reflection of self and no room for lies
Thou shalt have no other Gods before me
Ticket home is fulfillment of task, return unto path of Light
Great interest in survival of remnant, I hope you will be among them
Over one million of your children in Saudi Arabia desert
Your reflection is in Lithuania today
Two-thirds of population will be destroyed
The World will radiate from here
Purpose of higher creation is to allow you to grow and learn
Feel the gift in your hands
Get yourself right with God
Truth is within, brother join with brother
Prostitution is selling of self, no portion of self more sacred
It is not action that is wrong, it is denial of it
At transition time you will be slapped with these questions
Use the God given brain you have
Remnant must survive and then the rebuilding
Israel is Palestine and those are evil men, created by evil
Who pulls the strings?
End of a cycle, Satan is bound unto your place
Cosmic Brotherhood is come
Blessed opposition will steal, restructure your life, including soul
Holographic replicas, and Mr. Bush, Sr., is 28th replica
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 910114-1b

910114-1b
March 31, 2009
Michael/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: ATON
TRUTH STANDS, THE WORD STANDS
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:15
01:04
03:00
03:14
05:09
07;02
09:45
11:55
13:00
15:00
15:42
16:04
19:00
20:00
26:00
27:30
29:50
30:20
35:12
36:36
39:50
40:50
41:10
43:45
44:23

Truth Stands, the Word Stands
Created beings, with each replication become weaker
Satan's manufactured tools most clever energy in creation
What do you have in store for you? War or no war
Completely manipulated economic system
No perfection of physical sequence
Tend to your business, make preparations
You must wake up to who you are
Lonely road out there, reach out your hands to young people
Star of Bethlehem was a UFO, What else could it have been?
Allow that which is within to become the wondrous thing it is
Come to Peace within and into a relationship with Me
My people are coming home
What more can we do? Where to go? Read the books
All you can give is that which you have
Truth stands, the Word stands
When the student is ready, the book is there
Discipline never ends, that is immortality and growth
Commanders, Angels and Satan all will learn discipline
World Police Force, you have bread violence into your youth
Win war with Truth, not force
As Truth flows, barriers will come down
Troops isolated, brainwashed to act as unit, no alternative
Citizenry 90% against Gulf War
They plan to incinerate the oil fields
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 910114-2a

910114-2a
April 3, 2009
Michael/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: ATON
SELF DEFENSE, SICKNESS, DUTY, FOOD STORAGE
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:46
01:10
02:03
02:55
03:37
04:50
06:09
07:30
10:12
16:20
16:25
18:59
21:15
23:10
26:40
29:52
30:58

Self Defense, Sickness, Duty, Food Storage
Judgment Day
Get your voice heard, use 800 number
Should I get a gun or a weapon?
Group discussion on protection
Who would you shoot? Where will you use a gun?
The word is Truth, priorities at gunpoint
Question on guns and self-defense
Food storage, remnant must stay alive
Self-defense, weapons, and weapon storage
You ARE everyone, start with self
Military and medical equipment
How can I prevent bringing illness on self?
Experiencing pain and healing
Honor self and allow healing
Definition of church
Rituals and candles, memory of God
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 910114-2b

910114-2b
April 8, 2009
Michael/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: ATON
HIGHER UNDERSTANDING
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:14
00:45
02:00
03:00
04:26

Higher Understanding
Invisible legion of soldiers
Angels
Vietnam Veterans for Peace
Self-expression
ENG OF MEETING TAPE

910415-1a
March 3, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
UNIDENTIFED FLYING OBJECTS—OPERATION SHANSTORM
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:20
01:50
05:30
07:15
08:30

16:13
18:20
20:30
22:57
27:30
33:45
35:20
40:20
42:09
44:57

Unidentified Flying Objects—Operation Shanstorm
Introduction from Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
Mr. Cooper badly misguided—Edwards AFB—terrorists
Space Command—Mr. Rosenthal, wiped out—Jacob Jagget of New York—1976 Turkey,
aircraft hijacking
Save your Constitution—if America falls, so falls the world—worry only about the Truth
coming through
Jesus' name was Esu Emmanuel, birthed into the area of Galilee—Christ is a state of
being—the Christed Path—balance with Creation, Freedom and Truth—James Bo
Gritz—billions of dad bodies—sweet little valley of light—central navigation system—
crystal 2-1/2 miles in diameter—Mono Lake
Red, white and blue banner—heavenly banner—George Green, Bill Cooper—we need to
have unity
God will not do it for you—we will help—God is the Word, God is the Truth—God is
within Self
Bill Benson—Vietnam—if you don't get passionate, you are going to die
Bush—drug trade—Kuwait—Bahrain—puppet—Mr. Armitage represents YOUR
country—Gritz—Constitutional Convention
Aliens—little grey aliens—Yitzhak Shamir—earth games—Anti-Christ—13th Tribe
NOT Judaism—Zionists, Khazarian Elite
There comes a time for measuring up to the measuring stick of God
It is not your business to judge someone else—judge actions, or you sanction whatever
has been committed
God is Just—call with sincere intent, compels the answer
Khazars—bloodline—Nordic region—400 years the biggest empire in Europe—The
Protocols
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910415-1b

910415-1b
March 3, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THIS EXPERIENCE
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 This Experience
00:10 Prison planet—Bible written, rewritten and rewritten by them—God's Laws—military
bases—concentration camps
04:23 Balance time-line—greenhouse problem—melting of polar ice caps—August 1987—new
calendar—many upheavals
09:24 Ramsay Clark's documentary—Iraq bombing—can't hide behind yellow ribbons—
Emerald gem in the galaxy
12:45 Some of your young are on Hatonn's craft—He experienced
there too—Thomas
Jefferson—turn to God, don't read a book—service your sin—it's a miracle you are here
15:43 Use reason—no threat from cosmic beings 'out there', they are already on Earth—
Khazars work with Nazi's—holocaust—they got rid of the Judean Jews
18:20 YOU are the Semites from the lineage of Shem
19:03 Love has nothing to do with physical attachment—you will grow beyond male/female
perceptions—sodomy has nothing to do with the love of a man for a man or woman for a
woman
23:00 You have never been in a more critical position on this planet—Russian cosmospheres—
they want the gamma sensor up there—Gorbachev and Yeltsin—Russians are not
sleeping
25:50 Northern Hemisphere is expendable—Australia and New Zealand—Germany—
Antarctic—Japan—the world sleeps
28:05 Stand up and refuse to allow it to end this way—if you are not a little afraid, you do not
understand at all—James Gritz—you volunteered—you have all the tools you need
34:14 We have a responsibility—the destructive force on this planet is capable of splitting soul
energy—I hope there will be a stampede for the spaceship, but I doubt it!
37:28 You have the big boy pulling the big strings—advanced technology—communism—
democracy—Republic—One Nation...under God
42:00 Energy used as the tool to control you—Hatonn—Sananda—One with God—a state of
being, an achievement, an Egyptian name/label
44:48 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910415-2a

910415-2a
March3, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
QUESTIONS FROM COLONEL JAMES BO GRITZ
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Questions From Colonel James Bo Gritz
00:10 Col. Gritz questions Hatonn—gold in Philippines and prisoners of war in Middle East—
what should he pursue? Tell your story—Truth will always ring true—defense of the
Constitution—non-corruptive church in middle of the chest—Mark of the Beast—
barcodes—each one numbered—don't fall into their trap of deceit—stand for Truth from
within—judge with discernment every step you take—force, coercion and killing is not
of
God—serpent will devour itself
09:56 Your Constitution is the way—infiltrated into South America—robotoids, humanoids—
they kill families—you don't know who you are fighting—they make perfect replica
humans—keep alert
14:25 Robotoids have no gift of life, no soul, but programmed
16:00 Anti-Christ represents evil—the adversarial beings
16:55 Roadblocks—Congress completely controlled—you are being heard—man can come to
peace as he faces Truth
20:54 Mark Gilboyne—don't play in what was—nothing more evil than the Mossad—Vietnam
24:50 How does God protect us—bullet-proof?—we have been here a long time—God know
what is within because you are experiencing fragments of his own extension—enjoy
your humanness—don't cop-out—forget karmic reasoning
29:11 Sometimes you are called to serve in places that are totally despicable to you, so that as
you bring Truth you are heard
30:25 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910415-2b

910415-2b
March 3, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
COLONEL GRITZ GETTING THE BEST GUIDANCE
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Colonel Gritz Getting The Best Guidance
00:05 Colonel Gritz—Leading a meaningful life—opening
mouth to Truth
01:50 [H] Guidance—it isn't mystical—protection—always
listen to the 'nudges'—where
were you 2 or 3 years ago?
09:32 Survival—it is going to get rough—get out of their system—don't underestimate God's
plans
11:20 As the Kurds—for a major part of your world, it is Armageddon—it's tribulation
12:06 Circulation of new money—put gold in one of the Elite banks
13:40 Light-weight cement
15:20 Saddam Hussein—robotoid—Camp David—Bethesda Hospital—Mr. Carter—character
flaws
20:11 George Bush—stress wears it down—30 replicas—Barbara Bush
22:22 Who decides?—Kissinger pulling most of the strings—end the Adversary himself—they
need your permission—a robotoid can obtain soul existence—separate physical from
spiritual—NWO—don't go with their game
27:23 Good receivers—replacement—ego—a tool of the Adversary—genetic robotoids—
actors—Ronald Reagan, Brady—it puts 007 to shame—always clear your space—Light
Shield—
prana beams
30:12 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910415-3a

910415-3a
March 3, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
GET OFF YOUR KNEES
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Get Off Your Knees
00:05 Pulse systems—everything monitored—everything is frequency and basically of Light—
pulses don't travel well through electricity, oil, or fat—grow beyond physical hand-ups—
there is just one God
03:03 Light Shield frequency—motion picture—final gathering of the Hierarchy—no reasoning
with them
06:09 The Russians have called on us—Star Wars missiles—Vandenberg AFB—full intent—
full integration—God believes it can be turned around, there is hope
08:10 This is the birthing of a planet—there is an infinite number of God experience—you don't
yet know what perfection is
09:47 Pulse system light-weight and water soluble
11:30 Abductions—God does not terrorize—Satanists—cattle mutilations—UFO disks—
government—viruses grown and stored in living animals—you are up against 'the
big boy'
15:24 You have nothing to prove—let them prove it—Mr. Cooper's ego has done him in—have
compassion for them—John Keane, Sr.—we are not allowed to go beyond the 'feather
curtain'—don't blunder-in without God
19:05 Dr. Hans Naiper—energy—Tesla projection system
20:03 Japan money system—Japan and Gorbachev negotiation—Mongols—China
22:35 Tachyon energy—most of the 'new age' is bunkum—you won't get there by wearing a
purple robe—leave that to Germain
26:24 Chiropractics—God made man to walk on 2 legs so do it—man can't handle his
technological advances
28:57 Let there be Light—Maui—Lemuria
30:26 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910415-3b

910415-3b
March 3, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
ADOPT A CONGRESSMAN
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Adopt a Congressman
00:05 Asking for miracles—Dr. Kobayashi—sometimes we have to accept things—learn to
release it—it is not your business-the call always compels an answer
01:45 Target Congressmen and Senators for Contact—bought by Zionists—Gonzales, Texas—
Graham and Benson—hammer with a letter
05:43 Get to work—I don't like seeing you hurt—you are not alone, you have God on your side.
Salu
07:38 END OF MEETING

910501-1a
March 4, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
SERIOUS BUSINESS
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Serious Business
00:28 From now on we are in serious, dangerous times—keep your shield about you at all
times—more secrecy
01:33 Rocket launch, serious piece of equipment
03:01 John (NLN)—you are being watched—killings—lives in jeopardy—sector 31—Zeno—
we have been photographed
08:33 [EJ] The writing—Cattle mutilations, replication, genetic alteration—10,000 reported
incidents—usually satanic rituals—dead cattle dumped strategically—New Mexico,
Nevada—Boyington Canyon—experimentation—large bases in Colorado and Utah—
torture—controllers—inter-stellar travel—government are the perpetrators—we
attempted assistance—Korton, Soltec—ships vulnerable
15:01 [H] Research animals—bacteriological warfare—smallpox—HIV viruses—bovine
cowpox—can wipe out the world—new deadly strain—Europe, Africa—no one snatched
by aliens—
free-will choice—man is in control now
20:55 Replace leadership—what do we want—the first expendables, homosexuals—second
expendables, etc.—Georgie boy—addictions—open marriage—destroy family unit—
acquisitions—female, male sexuality—women's equality—programmed children—
genetically altered being—Gordon Liddy—fear bred out—flowing with the masses—
massive group of people without conscience—feeling bred out—change of leaders—
genetically produced most powerful—people stop thinking—soulless homosexual idiots
34:44 When did it happen?—major thrust, Bolshevik Revolution—Rothschilds, Khazars—back
to the very beginning—final stage—last four generations—replicas, synthetics—male,
female—sperm,
egg—fetus—mind recall—females implanted—getting through a
Light beam—terror, panic—turn away from God—Cosmic Law—emotional soul
growth—lies—incubator source—sheep, cow—electrical charge—32 cells—surrogate
mother—cow blood
44:57 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910501-1b

910501-1b
March 8, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
ALIENS AMONG US
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Aliens Among Us
00:15 Surgical procedures, tools, lasers—abductions, mutilations—
cows—
impregnated—Satanic groups—military—transport birth canal with womb—women do
not know that the fetus has been removed
06:30 This will be hard to share—blaming Space Command—heinous things planned—use
atomic bomb on New York City—you can know too much
09:31 [EJ] Todays Writing: The Alien at Camp David—know Khazars background so you can
connect the information—alien from Sector 31—our government broke all agreements—
original Bush, George and Barbara incarcerated at Camp David—Bill Benson
13:32 Zeno spent better part of day with Bush then vanished—pictures—lives at stake—John
Paul
17:42 Day will come when all will be brought into understanding—assassination—turn-around
point near
19:31 The alien is no stranger to the White House—came on a mission—NWO—we attend
most meetings of your government—nuclear war—Soviet Union—future of planet at
stake
24:04 [H] You can know he (alien) has been fed erroneous information—God isn't going to
care anymore—soulless beings
28:14 [EJ] Closing of the Skull and Bones Society—hidden purpose—seven women invited to
join
31:47 Israelis selling plucked-out eyes—misinformation—all connected
32:20 [H] New age movement—not of God or Pleiades if they break the Laws of God—clear
your space—New Age Movement is evil—Command is limited—Vandenberg incident—
Sister Thedra
44:20 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910501-2a

910501-2a
March 5, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
INCREDIBLE
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Incredible
00:53 Bruce Cathie's work—God has nothing to prove to you—will not give answers to
technical questions—frequencies
04:32 Money from projects—George Green, disinformation—Dr. Stanton Freidman—you are
birthed into being nice—compassion—they are trained to assert their authority—Billie
Meier—going aboard spacecraft
08:00 Some come to meetings for confirmation, truth—bloodletting—mutilations
10:39 Is Maitreya and Sananda one and the same?—holographic form—Avatar—God is not in
physical form anywhere on the planet—you will know when God arrives
15:32 Lizard people, if they are of God, will not come to terrorize you—many examples of
incredible experiences—UFO
Journals—boogey men are isolated now to this
planet
19:10 Invited aboard craft—asked about deity—met with and communed with God—incredible
experience
21:13 Craft crashed in Africa—chain reaction—Chernobyl, lost a craft plus twelve men—
plasmic shield
25:20 Bubble cities—experimentation
26:17 There are civilizations within the earth—parentage of American Indians
27:22 Earth's core is the Central Sun—gravity—central core—lava—crust
29:30 Black race—Cain
30:26 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910501-2b

910501-2b
March 7, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
TRUTH
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Truth
00:28 Cain and Able story not as it was portrayed—Old Testament—bloodletting—battles—
sacrifices—not
of God—become a student of the Bible—Skull and Bones—
oaths—Kol Nidre—responsibility
02:33 Children know—one man killed—contracts—tampered with writings—German
scholars—reincarnation—first Pope—Khazar Elites, Zionists—Protocols—Sister
Charlotte
06:40 Satan's Drummers (Journal #9)—foundation—church is within—feelings—birthed with
knowing right from wrong—confrontation
09:59 Hatonn puts out the information—we spread the information—neutrals—fragment of
life—manipulated development (creation)
11:49 Conversation
13:19 World to become a desert—God's paintings—blowing sand—top soil gone—ground
water—incredible weather
17:01 Food storage—connecting people—hardest part of journey—death is not to be feared—
sharing
20:36 Informing the public—you can't save anybody—understand
limitation—you have
a right to serve elsewhere—Russian earthquake—tornados in America—tit for tat—
Bangladesh—
cosmospheres—political upheavals—CIA, KGB, MOSSAD—Russian technology—
Satanic intent is to get your souls
28:30 Could be change—don't limit God—polar flip
30:27 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910501-3a

910501-3a
March 8, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THE "SECRET"
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 The "Secret"
00:05 Rude letters—how to change it—unbalance of new creation—evil will devour itself
02:20 Regressions—have no concern where you will be—commitment—God cannot lose—
ones placed by their choice—planet will flip—lift-off—inner earth brotherhood will
return—paradise—human life devoid of evil—our frequency now high enough to make
it—energy form has to be reversed—planets move on, planets rest—newness
07:43 Everybody can be transported—outcomes of others—you can be pulled down—man
must do for self—love the concept of humanity—responsibility for self—THE
SECRET—you are the Light—balance—transfers—adversary—God wins
15:43 Pray for snow—look in fifteen days—the Venusian line—Germain—seeded so we can
measure. Salu, Walk in wisdom and never let go of the hand
18:05 END OF MEETING

910503-1a
September 8, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
YOUR TICKET ON BOARD
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Your Ticket On Board
00:42 Wes and Theresa from Canada seeking advice regarding Canadian taxes, corporations
and laws—British system
08:37 US—Mexico—free trade—helping Wes will give business insight in dealing with
different protocols—how to keep funds flowing
19:39 The protections offered to "ground crew"
20:53 We have been seen at Camp David with the original Bush—they plan to discount the
Hosts and terrorize you
23:14 We are here, you will get your signs—how Space Command will act—shuttle craft—use
your head—you will be given to know
27:20 Spending time with the Hosts—answers—listen!—ask for Sananda—demanding—
discerning—God wins—hostages in Iran
33:03 Russian element—cosmospheres—Gorbachev—George Bush—England—grey aliens
35:46 Who will be the ruler?—keep your enemy in view—the Zionists—Church of Rome—
Vatican—anti-God—Jerry Falwell—Christness-homosexuals—Laws of God/Creation—
Laws of Cosmic Nature—humanoids
38:29 When Laws of Creation are violated—illusion—reversed in the physical—soulless
beings—Bangladesh—millions dying—Sudan—World Bank
43:10 Bush not the puppet master—Skull and Bones—sold his soul to the devil
45:29 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910503-1b

910503-1b
October 26, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
JUST A FEW WORDS
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Just A Few Words
00:50 About going on Larry King Live—Hatonn would love it
02:07 Discussion regarding TV show versus radio show—mass media just waiting to do you
in—
Hatonn doesn't take it anymore—most don't know what God is—controlling the anger
06:20 Doing what is proper for the mission—be careful of the image
07:52 Bruce Cathie has the right arithmetic—he has figured out the grid
09:40 Be sure to get the tape by Lindsey Williams on "Free Energy"—I thank you, I love you, I
love you greatly, Salu
11:17 END OF MEETING

910508-1a
August 5, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
BLABBER MOUTHS DO GREAT HARM
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:35
01:15
01:55
02:31
04:17
05:49
06:19
07:11
07:44
08:45
11:04
11:39
13:25
14:40
14:00
16:35
17:30
30:27

Blabber Mouths Do Great Harm
Hatonn speaks of who he is & welcomes questions
For the first time his scribe refused to come
Hatonn lays it all on the table—like it is
This group has been given instructions, this is not a game
We are not building bomb shelters
We are going to come to some understanding of what we are about
We are not the Ramtha group
I only ask that you THINK
Is there a way that I, Hatonn, can ask for silence?
Desiree has had enough, you butchered her when she first came
Hatonn attended a meeting in 1989 at Malta with Gorbachev and Bush
Maitreya means Master
There will be no physical God on this place at this time
I did not ask you to be blabber mouths
If I speak as Aton, I will tell you
We have problems, let us speak of them
Discussion follows on what troubles you
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910508-1b

910508-1b
August 11, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
MORE BLABBER MOUTH
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:59
02:34
03:00
03:45
04:06
05:41
06:57
07:08
09:47
10:57
12:03
15:22
16:04
16:34
18:03
18:41
22:09
23:27
25:10
25:37
27:45
30:12

More Blabber Mouth
Hatonn upset and his scribe wants to quit
Hatonn lays it all out, where it is
Information meant to be confidential was out in less than an hour
Now information may have to be kept from you
I have met the enemy—and it is me
Pleiadians are not easy to be around
There are ones who think there will be an accounting of the Phoenix Institute
On taking privacy from another
We will defend constitutionally the right to privacy
Let us be kind to one another or we are not going to make it
If you do not believe that we come as Hosts then you should not be here
Intent of the dark brotherhood is to lead you to bring another down
Thousands of dollars go for paper, mailing, etc., and printing the Journals
Sipapu, the movie
First we have to give
Barry (guest) felt attacked at the beginning
You are the supreme target
You are susceptible to be swayed
When we blunder it is so costly now in so many ways
Accepting magnitude of responsibility
To see my people being used by leeches angers me
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910508-2a

910508-2a
August 22, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THIS AND THAT
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
01:13
02:14
03:23
04:00
05:00
05:42
06:13
08:37
10:04
11:02
12:30
12:40
14:16
15:40
17:20
21:10
22:23
25:08
29:00
30:03
30:31

This and That
Work force at our Nevada Corporation Headquarters
Assume responsibility for self and sometimes for those attacking you
If you are being abused, refuse to participate
A quarrel is worthless
The Bush duplicate
The Brady Bill
We need more meetings
Seven different planning commissions in town
Jason Brent
Your justice system
Kern County
Know the players and the rules
Something happened to Dharma
Police department
Ramtha—earth changes
Mount Rainier will be one of the first to go
We have a controlled environment and programmed people
Laws of Creation and Nature will stand
Honor and respect God, I did not say worship
Royal Order—BS, God does not have Orders
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910508-2b

910508-2b
September 6, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
HOW COULD I KNOW?
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:29
02:21
03:50
04:58
07:04
08:10
09:04
09:54
10:10
10:46
11:13
12:12
12:37
13:00
14:06
15:40
18:17
20:28
22:50
23:59
26:30
30:24

How Could I Know?
Dangerous material
Hatonn has nothing to prove
Ones do not stand on their own Truth
Little grey aliens
Reptilians
Destruction of Mars
Many will perish
Do not underestimate your enemy
Minds like computers
First they took on the high school and college history books
Most will not read
Adversary always has a purpose
You do not know how to fix it
Bank of England and the Federal Reserve
Hatonn sent here to awaken a planet of people
Constitution being pulled down
Kazarian element; a new Temple in Jerusalem
The motion picture Sipapu
My proof is the Word and the Word is God
Thrust against Liberty Lobby is at an all-time high right now
Replicas; many abortions are replicas
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910508-3a

910508-3a
September 7, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THE BIRDS AND THE BEES
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:06
00:33
01:36
03:42
04:20
06:52
07:46
08:40
11:04
12:22
13:04
14:50
16:07
17:15
19:17
22:29
25:02
26:43
27:46
30:25

The Birds and the Bees
The child is the victim of abortion
The one acting irresponsibility is the one committing the crime
Homosexuality is against Natures Laws
Spiritual maturity
Sexual act
A satanist will skin the baby alive
Ignorance is every excuse
It takes two, a male and a female to create a child
Behavior and responsibility
First become a friend
You do not achieve love through physical maneuvers
Homosexuals are most likely to get diseases
Copulation of male to male equals sodomy most of the time
Blood contamination
If a mother's blood tests HIV positive, fetus will have AIDS
Seeking fulfillment
Performance
Truth is the only thing that will destroy the adversary
Karma
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910508-3b

910508-3b
September 11, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
MONEY, BUGS AND THINGS
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Money, Bugs and Things
00:11 Queen Elizabeth is the richest woman in the world;
00:53 Margaret Thatcher pulled out to become more powerful through England's banking
system
02:03 Better to assume everyone is a clone and then weed out those that are not
02:22 Errors in the genetic reproductive system; Bush Sr. is very important
03:48 Always the slip up that was not calculated
04:19 Question and discussion about HIV and vaccinations
07:40 A deliberate breaking down of the immune system
08:00 Smallpox vaccination
09:41 Viruses described; two types of penicillin
11:28 Lesions
12:38 Medical treatment in France
13:33 When it all comes crashing down
14:00 Latest Gorbachev request
16:40 Enjoy yourselves, pay attention, get informed
19:40 SALU
20:21 END OF MEETING

910513
April 4, 2009
Michael/Eleanor
DEPOSITION TAPE: Mr. Horn, Mr. Ekker, Mrs. Ekker, Ekkers' Attorney
ATTEMPT TO RECORD A DEPOSITION
TIME SUBJECT
00.00
00:15
14.03
14.05
37.56

Attempt to Record a Deposition
Discussion between attorneys
Mr. Horn leaves the room
Ekkers' and their attorney have a discussion
END OF DEPOSITION TAPE

910516-1a
February 19, 2012
Nicky/Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
WHAT ABOUT GOD???
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 What About God???
00:05 Logical choice—free will—4th, 5th dimension—one will, God's will
02:35 EJ reads Today's Writing—apology first—responsibility—beware of ones who call
themselves God, Christos, Maitreya, etc.—God does not always intervene—inspired
documents—errors
06:07 Israel, Israelites, Zionist—man needs no other laws—Creation sacred—no time and no
space
08:30 Phoenix logo—America West—in my opinion, I speak—don't misuse the name of God—
come into balance
11:23 Use of astrology—not for fortune telling—forecasts often correct—Scorpio, highest or
lowest meaning—suggests control
13:10 Looking outside self—choice—Laws of Creation, physics—physical body—coming on
board ship—instructions—physical perception—how many not going aboard?—can
you take it with you?—rapture—Laws of Nature/Physics
18:30 Tithing—what do you give to God?—you are God's temple
19:31 Spacemen—hosts—adversary—outer cosmos—Satan—corruption
21:07 God does not allow evil in his universe—meetings with your leaders—crafts that come
and go—Nellis Field
22:25 Commission to bring truth—God does not move away from His fragments
24:14 [H] We are doing our work in the manner we accepted—you hold enough power in
Godness to put you into another dimension—guidance—sequence—billions of people
27:03 Where are we today?—replicas—balance point—immortality—adversary—Area 51
29:57 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910516-1b

910516-1b
February 20. 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
DIVINE ADVERSARY
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Divine Adversary
00:15 Alcohol addiction—ruined credibility—Bill Cooper—you cannot harbor truth—your
purpose is to share truth—Truth belongs to God
03:46 Lucifer's fall—Perfect Being—ability to create and uncreate—right of choice—
separation—no choices needed
07:30 Lucifer represents imperfection—created deliberately
08:30 Result of bad choices made, either all is turned around or isolation
10:50 Incarceration of 1000 earth years, then temptation reintroduced—physical compression
again—plan is
recognizable in each 'journey'—physical pull
11:50 Planet after planet is occupied—Cosmos isolates destructive energies
12:40 All usually progress before journey's end—attain level of knowledge for that cycle
13:50 All willingly participate in 'karma'—sequence of awakening
16:42 CIA, Congressmen, Gates, Bush, Scowcroft, drug cartels, Church of Rome and Mafia
19:00 100 years of new things—New World Order—Pope Leo XIII—Beast out of Rome—
Israel and Russia
21:00 The World is in foreclosure—America is in foreclosure—the Banksters—rules of the
bank—some shored up until proper time
22:45 Meeting of 1961—gun control—by 1965, all guns had been expected to be confiscated—
local police on your side
25:00 Russian delegations working in America—global police force, headed by a Russian—
deliberately drugged country—deliberately armed young—with gun control, the Beast
has you ensnared
27:59 This is the big ball game—All Aboard!—man must understand—you are a miracle
29:59 Satan—Divine Adversary—higher beings changing their minds?
30:25 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910516-2a

910516-2a
February 20, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
PULSE SYSTEM RESPONSES
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Pulse System Responses
00:04 Little grey aliens are not from the Realms of God—using thrust fission rather than
fusion—want control—bound to Shan—Russia blew up our base on the Moon—you
have been taken—vulnerable due to freedom—evil on planets like ours—grow without
evil adversary pulling us down
04:31 Lighted Brotherhood protecting us at end of this cycle
05:45 Thousands of species in our galaxy—Area 31 very near Pleiades (Area 56)—higher
advanced species arrive through transference—higher teachers—Billy Meier
07:50 Hatonn is Etheric Being come to serve—given to remember—man made in image of
God, which is pure Light
09:14 Abductions—contactees—mass hysteria—brain washing—terror of the coming of 'space'
beings—protection from programming pulse systems—you can mesmerize an entire city
of people with pulse rays—sophisticated technology
14:40 Whitley Strieber experience
15:20 Guest question regarding yesterday's sickness—we cannot protect you from it all—ask
for help and keep going, that is the only shield you have—pulse system will usually give
you a nervous response
17:40 Go within and analyze—get out of the area—a pulse can make someone kill—you are
under attack—pulses are variable in size
20:42 Surveillance—working for God brings confrontation—are you fearful?—you cannot live
in the 'fear'—it will immobilize you—no more suffering or martyrs—it is not allowed—
Bo Gritz
24:15 No longer perfection on this planet—ever again—parallel planet is already waiting—it
will either be gone, or you will be perceiving a different environment
24:54 Black is the color of fear—there are no guarantees—you have nothing to prove
27:38 You can't 'sell' God—product has to stand on its own
30:23 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910516-2b

910516-2b
February 20, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
EARTH LABELS/NAMES AND AURA ENERGY
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Earth Labels/Names and Aura Energy
00:05 Hatonn describes His Space Command Operation—military-type operation—has to be
someone in charge—a chain of command—Captain flies the craft—Sananda
is
Commander-in-Chief—serve where best qualified
05:58 Final period in a cycle—growth—planet and species rebirth—Mars and Venus—Earth
could have a period of no life—Native Indians are the caretakers of the Word
08:26 Purest energy color is white/silver/blue of Creator—gold for Sananda—aura energy is
recognized in workers—energy forms—size of aura is important—all color has a
vibration and frequency—you can control everything—you have control of your
aura/energy/thoughts—spiritual is most important
15:43 A child is totally open, with a bright aura—a replica has practically no aura—
programmed replicas only have aura from living cells—no gift of life—there is always
the gift of growth in God's world—growth gives consciousness
meaning
23:47 CIA—Billy Goodman—William Cooper—scapegoat and addict—obstacles and
publicity—craft out of the sea—ones who will listen
30:22 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910516-3a

910516-3a
February 20, 2011
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
REPLICATIONS AND MORE
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Replications and More
00:05 Alien crashes—Germany—testing—enemies—who wins—God is in space—God will
remove His people, the rest will perish—animals also removed
04:44 Replicated ones—you did not come from apes, you came as man—animals are your
companions
05:25 Special attachments at your request can be brought into safety—all children taken
08:05 Very few atheists in the fox hole!—trust that God will handle it—extinct ones already
there
11:16 Question on future assignment (life)—Dharma's awareness—Hatonn is Maintenance
Manager
12:46 Replicas—the Philadelphia experience (experiment)—you cannot relate to de-ageing—
'2001 Space Odyssey'—description of a cycle—experience of perception of growth—the
'house' will grow to fit the need of the soul of the energy form—there is nothing but
Mind, it controls everything in the Universe and the collective of that is God
16:06 Genetic replications of artificial life have not been given Spirit—progressive soul
immortality, which is of God
17:17 The production of a replica—48 hours
18:27 Forty years of genetic research—making and using of a replication
24:40 JFK and Robert Kennedy, the Mafia and CIA—great conspiracy surrounding JFK
murder—removing of guns
25:11 Time travel—altering the future—what do you call winning?—altering the
Constitution—all they can do is project—they are trying to make it that you are not
equal—science fiction as
science fact
29:00 Puerto Rico's strange creatures—Costa Rica blasting canals
29:36 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910516-3b

910516-3b
February 20, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
HOLOGRAPHIC FORMS
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Holographic Forms
00:10 Insight—gifts—knowledge—never act outside the Law—act with integrity—use your
own discerning—protect your brother as best you can
02:44 You cannot judge another's service by yours—or another's purposes by yours
03:25 Brady—gun bill
04:10 Anyone who comes in service is important to God
04:43 Holographic forms can be quite physical—depends on frequency—not compressed into
the same density as we are
07:20 Manifestation (man) versus physical being-ness
09:01 Previous groups did not make the step with Hatonn—you cannot regress—all must move
forward
11:20 The idea is good, the feasibility is possible, but improbable—no self-respecting spaceman
would play that game—eat chocolate—you are nicer
13:26 A lot of St. Germain's wisdom is not St. Germain—Mark Prophet—not wise to become a
central focus in a human form—no group or cult—given time, it will work itself out—put
the ego aside—Dharma as scribe
16:50 Claire Prophet as 'mama guru'—deliberate distortions to pull her down—go for workers
to shut us down
19:45 This is not a commune, it is hoped to be a community—self-sustaining—responsible
enough to handle it
23:59 Question regarding 'Skeletons in the Closet'—Bolsheviks/communists—a lot of
Khazarian elite who hate Russia—David Rockefeller is a replica—all four brothers
slain—Chase Manhattan Bank—if you have replicas and the original is gone, they are
used as a front—Bush was and is a powerful figure—he has powerful enemies—Mr.
Baker and Shamir—troops in Bangladesh
29:40 END OF MEETING

910527-1a
March 11, 2012
Laurel/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
YOUR JOURNEY
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:01
01:43
03:10

06:20
07:18
11:28
12:05
14:28
18:55
21:17
24:33

30:00
33:12
38:13
39:00

42:14
42:43

Your Journey
EJ reads Today's Writing—all are relalted
[H] Hatonn, Aton, are present, God is here
All things into infinity began with a thought of God projection—Creation—chicken or
egg—what came first? God or Creation?—duality—male and female—motion and rest—
no such thing as death
What happens in your journey?—Always you are seeking to become the one again
Universal Cosmic Natural Law No. 1—voidance—Law No. 2—opposites do not
attract—expansion and compression—opposites seek balance
Universal Law of Physics: Dual Universe
Who am I?—What is in a name?—Akh-an-aton—recognizing energy
The symbols found in the name 'Hatonn' and dharma (small 'd')
Will all men hear this time?
The symbol 'O'
Learn the rules of the game—no easy paths—actions and intent will be measured, not just
pot of gold—are you pleased with that which you have become?—'I AM' come to show
the way and to bring you home
Aton in Hatonn—'I AM' The Father Creator within the Mother Creation and at One that
is your Son
How much time have you?—we go about searching—always two ways to go—they
won't hear you—what do you do?—learning is a spiral—voidance time
Only one place you can get off—when you choose to play the game of Creator—
Sananda-'hood'
Opposing pairs—homosexuality—they want recognition of the behavior—two like-kinds
pretending to be two of the opposing kinds—love has nothing to do with the physical—
all physical is an illusion—thought projection—the Spiritual just IS: Love and Truth
God never separates from man
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910527-1b

910527-1b
March 11, 2012
Laurel/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
YOU MUST KNOW
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:09
02:40
03:27

05:36
07:04
09:50
10:50
11:57
13:40

20:02
22:55
26:35
28:30
30:35
32:00
37:00
42:15
42:37

You Must Know
Energy boost from visit—intent—power of mind
A son in trouble—searching—purpose is illusive
Coming into funnel—all things physical become very easy to understand—illusion—you
have a job to do—growth in realization—as the soul opens, the knowledge comes—get
rid of the thinking
Meditating—thinking—reasoning is the gift
You must be wise as a serpent, yet gentle as the dove—meet the challenge—lawyers—
loopholes
Meeting tomorrow to plan strategy regarding the property
Never utter the fighting word 'Constitution'—question them on jurisdiction
A statute cannot compel performance
Criminal court—traffic violations—I'm sorry, I don't understand—requires Judge to tell
you what jurisdiction you are being accused—hidden secret law—no penalty—acting
illegally and unlawfully—requires homework
Problem—stop signing your name—waiving your rights—TDC
UCC (Uniform Commercial Code) #147-207 and #147-103—Common Law—without
prejudice, UCC numbers nullify charges—legislative U.S.—Bo Gritz Newsletter
IRS—Federal Research System—constitutional workability
Executive orders—Constitutional Convention—what God is and where you and country
are headed
Man cannot live by bread alone—justification with Soul
Higher workings of universe—voidance point—new beginnings—Creation of Lucifer—
archangels—not human—vapors—perception
Satan—negative energy—evil is the dark side of experience—negative flows—mankind
is just a baby
What happened at Atlantis—all of you were there
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910527-2a

910527-2a
March 12, 2012
Laurel/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn/Aton
SEPARATENESS OR ONENESS
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Separateness or Oneness
00:01 Subject of Atlantis continued from Tape 910527-1a—how do you know you were there?
(Atlantis)—Aton was there!—what happens—unthink you
04:35 What happens to God?
06:20 Energies by the billion float about the universe
08:58 Knowing just is—that is Light
12:20 Man hates himself and that's the damage
12:45 Constitution back into authority
13:17 Technique of breathing
15:55 Only one way to become one with Creation and God
17:55 Wholelight beings—you are creating
29:00 Time of rising out of me-ness—date to experience and ask if you don't understand
30:50 Knowingness comes with the totally non-physical, hardest to accept, and least
complicated
31:40 Forgive self and guidance for journey—Alan—if you don't ask, I can't answer
33:38 Stop punishing ourselves for something that most often is just a small lesson
34:29 Once you begin to understand who you are is when the knowing begins to flow
35:58 Learn to be gentle—learn to be kind—bless the errors
38:50 Handle things properly in the moment, the future will take care of itself and then it is only
the now
40:00 When it is too unbalanced—Atlantis—Mu
42:57 When you make a commitment to serve again—experience is different
43:43 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910527-2b

910527-2b
March 12, 2012
Laurel/Eleanor
MEETNG TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THE VEIL
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 The Veil
00:09 You are trying to fit into a world in which you don't feel you belong—patience in the
beingness and the knowingness
03:06 Moving into sanity—know how it will be—brownie points
03:40 Letting go of fear and anxiety—feel you getting comfortable with subject
05:35 Man hates perfection—inspiration—let if flow—speakers—they become the authority—
let God get there—no more gurus to spoil the truth—what do they want or give to you
12:10 Masses—trying to waken them—physical and mental will not merge—discern by the
concept
16:15 Rituals are not it—use them for the relationship they
have with God—most are
pure BS—take responsibility for your load
21:20 God is abundance—acceptance of the reward—know what you are doing
24:02 Free-will—you have to be willing to part with it—you have self—nothing physical
28:50 The human experiences
32:00 If it is against the laws of Creation, it is wrong
34:40 Unless basic concepts return, it is over
37:14 END OF MEETING

910529-1a
February 21, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THE CAMEL IN THE TENT
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 The Camel in the Tent
00:10 A meeting of attorneys and accountants to discuss various income tax and legislative
issues
02:50 Hatonn explains the frequency he comes in on
03:00 Come into balance—sin means error
03:45 Constitutional Law—Gold—rewrote the laws—Federal Reserve Notes—reserves
removed from United States—Israel, Jew, Khazar—anti-God appeal to the World
06:19 Bankers—Rothschild family—you have no idea of your history—Judaists
07:25 Israel got a lot of it—Switzerland—when and why—military—there is none left!
09:22 The first writing of the American Constitution—bigotry—slavery—'the camel in the tent'
11:05 Police Force of the United Nations in America
11:46 Ethiopia—Bangladesh—Thailand
12:20 I come in Light to assist you through the Word—allow the information to flow
13:40 You have to be a good businessman—corporations—TDC Threat/Duress/Coercion—you
are liable for the laws of your sovereign state—illegal courtrooms
16:28 EJ speaks regarding Bo Gritz, Howard Freeman, Eustace Mullins—back to Constitutional
Law—Statutory Law—conspiracy—education—book 'You Can Slay The Dragon'—tax
dollars—discussion follows—which jurisdiction?—EJ's case—Mr. Horn—case has been
perfection—Law Center
29:41 Judge tells Doris 'you are not here'!—Doris asks 'where can a citizen get justice'?—Jason
Brent—you are not taught THAT in Law school
29:52 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910529-1b

910529-1b
February 22, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
LAW/LAWFUL AND LEGAL
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Law/Lawful and Legal
00:05 Remember two things: law/lawful and legal—they want your guns—they plan to wipe
out your ghettos—George Bush heads the largest drug cartel in the world—Richard
Armitage—CIA—Gates—Colonel Bo Gritz
04:34 Bud Clarke—Howard Freeman—technical errors corrected—all banks pulled into a
cartel, Global World Bank—economic system collapse
09:03 You are in the middle of the chaos—Judge Jason Brent
10:20 Hatonn explains about Dharma as translator of pulse code—He is puppetmaster
12:40 Judge Brent 'I have an assault weapon that can wipe out everyone in this room in less
than a second'—a very egotistical being
15:15 Know with whom you are dealing—law firm 'groupies' with international links—Ronald
Reagan—The Bushes
18:20 It is allowed to be revealed—beyond the cover-up—you must function in 'Caesar's
World'—drug money—Mafia—Costa Rica—military bases
20:23 Get passionate!—I have a lot of people to bring home—I have a commission to bring the
Truth—you have an opportunity to leave a legacy to your planet
22:10 All broadcasting is controlled—you can do it if you want it—Constitutional Laws—beam
me up Scottie!—you are the last hope for this planet—from the few come the many—
your planet is going to be emptied—greenhouse effect, BS—hole in the ozone—
industrial giants elsewhere, cheap labor areas
26:20 Open your eyes, see what is going on—use your reason—enslavement—diseases to
destroy you—you will have wiped out Africa—they have the anti-dote, they have always
had it—Yucca Mountain—storage of nuclear materials
29:52 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910529-2a

910529-2a
February 22, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
PLAYING AT BUSINESS
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Playing At Business
00:11 Tour of tunnels—like a city—three tests a day—Hoover Dam damage—Soviet Union has
planted bombs at every dam—cosmospheres for detonation—allied with Soviets—disarm
local police departments—UN Police Force—Blue turban of Anti-Christ—Israel breaks
every Law of God—little grey aliens—they have control of all your money—Russia's
money printed in Texas
06:10 You are British subjects—foreign investors England, Canada, Australia, all three
bankrupt—you are bankrupt—bankers own you
08:03 [EJ] Freeman, Gritz group roadshow—Constitutional Convention—return to
Constitutional Law—income tax is the least of your problems—stop feeding the beast—
no money—credit system—Doc Scott book—political arena—Gonzalez of Texas and
Dillon of California, both being blackmailed
13:40 Dr. Overholt—can you delete yourself from the Federal System?—The Center for
Action—The Center for Law
16:50 [H] IRA plan discussed—Nevada Corporation—a will
18:20 Private (family) Corporation in Nevada—have your instructions in the corporation
records for dividing assets—they can't arrest you for finding God!
23:55 Jason Brent—Delaware Corporation—use the tools provided for you—you asked for
help—Hatonn got sent here—let's get out of the mystical—let's get out of the
helplessness—there is no Truth in religion—why should only evil get to use the rules?
27:40 Like a parent, there is nothing like example
28:04 [EJ] Mr Freeman—Law Associations and peer pressure—ask yourself 'Do I really want
to get involved with that'?
29:56 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910529-3a

910529-3a
February 22, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
WISE AS THE SERPENT, GENTLE AS THE DOVE
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Wise As The Serpent, Gentle As The Dove
00:10 China Lake beam system—under surveillance—great strides—Eustace Mullins—Bill
Clark
03:50 Bombardment—negative publicity works
05:47 Light is all there is—the perception of motion and time—JZ Knight/Ramtha
06:30 We have a different purpose—most important information—negative/positive flow of
energy—all is illusion—Hatonn's frequency was intentional and why—substance will
visualize—a 'sense' of something—bringing balance—put ego consciousness aside—
agreement—beware of performers—balance is a point of voidance—no feeling
12:15 Anyone who is in balance reflecting God will not only be eager to show it'—you won't
care about plagiarism—Bruce
Cathie—frequencies—there are some gross errors
16:40 The grid system—mathematics—Light and Spirituality—come into KNOWING—like
turning on your television—you know—you have to confront your Source and what you
are
19:45 Cannot attack the court system—good speakers—stop hoarding information—need
attorneys—-need to fight them with professional dignity—be wise—Nevada corporations
22:25 David, an accountant—accountants threatened—you are playing with evil—if you know
what you are doing, you can stand on your Constitutional Rights
24:12 Hatonn's mission is to bring Truth unto this world and bring God's people home—you
have a planet in trouble—a species in trouble
25:29 We need the interchange of participation—ideas will come and they need to be shared—
we are going to do it together or we are not going to do it—the biggest fool is the one
who fools himself—man is so accustomed to being fooled
28:35 An intensive period of time—you will be strengthened
29:32 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910529-3b

910529-3b
February 23, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
YOU ARE THE REFLECTION
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:15
02:48
04:51
07:10
09:45
10:54
12:55
16:25
18:25

21:27
24:20
26:02

29:10

You Are The Reflection
I treasure each of you—forgiveness—you have eternity to do it—you are going to learn
Take me to your leader!—Debriefing and unwinding with sharing
It's a hard job to be first on the firing line—a creating universe—Light travels along
electronic particles—you have forfeited a great deal of perfection
Service and reward—God will wait right with you until you get ready to do something—
do not insult God
Let's leave a few things to God
I am proud of you!—We are bound by light frequency
Judith—Mr. Horn, Bakersfield—no enemies, just the uninformed—look what they have
done to their own—the surveillance groups
There is no negative publicity only Truth
The media is 100% controlled—Phil Donahue on censorship—caught between a rock and
a hard place—the mark of the beast—you are already marked—you are already in the
system
It is hard-ball time—don't be foolish—don't let them ridicule you—the ones within are
the enemy—that is patriotism, that is 'Godliness'
Question regarding IRS filing or drawing attention to ourselves—bringing information
into a useable format
A citizen of the Continental United States, not the Legislative United States 10-mile area
in Washington, D.C.—be very wise—start early enough in the year to get yourself
divested—be as smart as they are—man won't want to be enslaved when he finds out
what has happened to him—get informed
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910529-4a

910529-4a
February 23, 2012
Susan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
READ IT, STUDY IT, KNOW IT
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Read It, Study It, Know It
00:10 Does Bill Clark have any questions—to all new ones, what I say is my opinion, but my
opinion is pretty valid—interpretation of speakers—you don't have to take responsibility
for the universe—take responsibility for what you do and say
03:00 Be quick to say 'I was wrong'—let your ego go—you have a right to your opinion—you
have to evaluate
05:30 I welcome disagreement, I welcome debate—everyone has to be what they are, to be
informed—truth will stand
07:18 I bring Truth—no excuses, just Be within it—experience to whichever level you can—no
damage
08:21 It can't hurt to open your eyes and look around—be gentle with yourself
09:30 I cannot do it without you, you are my other half, Salu
10:24 END OF MEETING

910602-1a
October 28, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
LET THERE BE LIGHT
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
01:16
03:40
06:13
09:00
11:29

14:36

21:18
25:31
28:30
31:00
36:01
40:09
43:19

Let There Be Light
What God and Creation are—Tesla—Russell—St. Germain
Message of Thomas Paine—all things move in cycles
Cholera epidemic—AIDS introduction—rhodium
Secretary of State in Israel—Treaty agreements being made—arms build-up in Israel—
Kuwait—New World Order
10,000 troops parade to give a show of strength—working within our police
departments—United Nations forces—disarming of the populace—drug trade—shooting
children
Markets will appear to do well—budget plans—Soviet Union—economic emergency—
Bush—Scrowcroft—Eagleburger—Henry Kissinger—Graves Disease cover-up—Bush
in Paris—fifty-two hostages
AIDS—lambskin condoms, rubber gloves—HIV virus—AIDS antidote—tertiary syphilis
Music on TV—Madonna's music—absolute evil—satanic—"Poison" group—song
"White Wedding"
World poisoned—knowledge, only way out—you must know your power and your
source—change thought—all there is, is the thought of God and Creation
You have senses—the void—total balance—agreement with Dharma
Light—manifestation—nine octaves—hydrogen—oxygen—carbon dioxide—red aura—
mysticism—ascend—gravity—sequence
We have the best teachers—Walter Russell—Mossad—Ed Meeker
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910602-1b

910602-1b
November 2, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
A PERSPECTIVE ON AIDS
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 A Perspective on AIDS
This tape is a discussion about AIDS, how it came to be a tool of population control, the
social implications and treatment. Hatonn interacts with a guest in the audience who is a
physician (no name given).
Everything is Light, everything is illusion. There must be desire to give up the condition
of illness. Tones, colors, frequency patterns. Bruce Cathie's work. Dealing with replication also
an issue.
Responsibilities of AIDS carriers and the general population are discussed, along with
information on methods of infection, right to work, and privacy laws. Enforcement of reporting
criteria brings forth the big question of 'HOW".
Hatonn speaks about the Laws of God and Creation, homosexuality, the secret antidote,
how AIDS creates weakening of the immune system and brings forth all manner of disease
including syphilis.
Hatonn closes with the spiritual implications of human behavior.
42:26 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910602-2a

910602-2a
November 10, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THIS "IF" WORLD
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 This "If" World
00:29 We are going to change the world sitting in a circle holding hands in our purple shirts—
where is your reasoning?
01:58 Attempt at separation—the "if" world—supposing we have a cure
03:56 If you lose the right of Constitutional Law—man does not even keep promises to
himself—take one step at a time
05:10 Bringing an AIDS child into the world—physicians dilemma—abortion—when does life
take place?—responsibility—there is no magic day to kill it—business of abortion
09:16 Man falls short of perfection—sin—not wanting to hear the answer—we offer knowledge
10:40 Jesus (Sananda) walked the path we must walk—God's rules
12:22 This planet in dire trouble—most will perish—karma—time of Kali—AIDS, selfpunishment
15:25 Balancing expectations—challenges—coming into knowingness—those who have
returned into knowingness
19:14 Transition at this time—you volunteer to serve—you know—compression and expansion
21:14 We have written a fine book (Journal 31 ?)
21:58 Group discussion regarding vision on his talk, prophesies
30:31 [H] Ask yourself some questions, i.e., did he clear his space?, where did he go?—if the
man is right, what do we do with it?
33:20 END OF MEETING

910611-1a
November 19, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
CHRISTIANS ?
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Christians ?
01:10 Our journey at this time is integration of information—this is not a time of choosing—
your attachment will be with the God of Light
02:40 Setting the Christian religion on its ear—Jack Cole—Christians realizing what you are—
Khazars—Esu Immanuel was a messenger—Hebrew teachings—Semites—Mark wrote
of Peter's experiences—Dante's work
16:39 God's rules, laws—homosexuality—true brotherhood love—behavior of man—
blasphemous—sodomists—users
21:08 You are not clutching at Christ, you are clutching at church houses—Christ came to set
the records straight
23:11 Hatonn has a commitment—what went wrong, what went right—to come into balance—
be that which you are—wondrous
24:24 Jonas Salk—television—contradictions—women cannot serve in church
25:40 Paul destroyed the world and did not know it—letters to the churches
27:22 Looking for a Christ being—young men, women who go into the ministry—truth will
stand—churchmen do what they want
31:26 What is left of us?—oneness with God—power—ask for a light shield—intent—what
about me?—if you play the game
34:34 Coming to an understanding of who you are—you are not your body or your
experiences—you are the beloved one of God—real versus replica
37:11 Tinkers of life cycles—1939 duplicate created—viruses created by man
38:40 Man capable of developing forms to destroy himself—victims/slaves to a church—
control by the church—telling on yourself
41:13 Age of reason did not work—gift of God; wisdom—torture of Immanuel
43:25 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910611-1b

910611-1b
November 21, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
CHURCHES
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Churches
00:10 The worst thing they did to Esu—rejection of truth—projected scenario into life
01:53 Man does not know what he is doing—moving fast—you are set up—Bush—12,000
march in NY—confusion is the work of the adversary—everyone, except the elite few, is
expendable
09:04 You are going to make it—most historical time now—Christians inbred to suffer—
keeping you from coming into Christness—behavior—what God is—Mormon Church—
Khazars—Jerry Falwell—Land of Zion—danger not from space—evil brotherhood—
before planet was inhabited
16:01 Identification—Dharma's ground rules—Mafu—too much for the humanness
18:31 Allow ego to go—speak for self—if you read Journals you can test everyone
20:00 Dharma—George and Desiree—no one interested—truth cannot be made to look
stupid—evil forces against the
ordinary man—the enemy
23:26 Mr. Cooper—be careful in using your God given talent—go
out of the ego state
and into reason—second lie—Paul
27:28 Until there is desire—change—inner child is you—your creation—destructive to
churches—adversary—book-based religions—terror in churches
31:37 Homosexuals want to be equal in God's eyes—replicas—compassion for the man—
plagues planned—New York City—for the children
35:24 Time of great change—equality—people of color—Dante's Inferno—sterilization
37:45 EJ's aunt—implants—problems of teenagers—right to sex?—sperm bank
41:06 The media hides everything from you
42:12 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910611-2a

910611-2a
November 25, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
WORLD IN FORECLOSURE plus INTERVIEW (Funny?)
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 World In Foreclosure plus Interview (Funny?)
01:13 "They" have Dharma's frequency which will require a change of format
02:05 An inaudible question; Free Trade Agreement—Bush—foreclosure on Mexico by World
Bank—Third World nations—Western hemisphere—America foreclosed—gold gone—
Russia—Gorbachev—Bush—Quayle—replacements
06:59 When Bush came into power—Quayle—FTA—CDs, trading programs—world
foreclosed to the anti-God banksters—China—Henry Kissinger—Bank of America—
Nixon
10:40 Places of power requires strong entities—FTA—leaders have given away their nations
and all their natural resources—different in each nation—Federal Reserve—Rothschild,
Rockefeller elite
13:00 Watch what "they" do—watch for failures or changes—which banks are eating other
banks—Great Britain—
Germanic people
14:30 ON THE AIR: Hatonn being interviewed on air by Mr. Cole, Inquisitor General
43:14 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910611-2b

910611-2b
November 25, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
BRING ON THE CLOWNS
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Bring On The Clowns
02:17 Hatonn discusses the rudeness of Mr. Cole (previous tape interview), these types show
their true colors—terrified of truth—host, Enquirer General, World Headquarters—
Michael (caller) is nine years old—you don't have to put up with sick humor—bring on
the clowns—Khazarians—if you touch just one—ridicule
19:34 Ring of fire on the move again—Australia—volcanos—be aware of green ants
sleeping—see motion picture "Where the Green Ants Dream"—Aborigines greatest
feat—disturbances under the Earth—green ants are awake—Mt. Pinatubo—
why is
it erupting?—underground tunneling—Philippines—dangerous information—clues to
watch for—weather changes
27:34 600-700 oil fires—deliberate—will be like Vietnam—many will die or disappear—
deliberate killing of men in barracks
29:05 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910611-3a

910611-3a
November 26, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
SHORT CONCLUSION
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Short Conclusion
00:36 Hardest part of journey will be the "allowing"—where is your reason?
01:14 Hostages—President—Hatonn wants to go home—honor ones who call out, "murderers,
warmongers"
03:37 What did you accomplish?—Saddam Hussein—lose sovereignty to World Bank—Great
Britain
05:51 Your reaction—ones who paid the ultimate price
07:10 END OF MEETING

910618-1a
November 28, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
RE-MATCH WITH MR. JACK COLE
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Re-Match With Mr. Jack Cole
01:38 You are being given the most incredible information on this Earth
02:30 George and Desiree describe trip—tape skips—Bo Gritz will run for president if backed
by the SPOTLIGHT
07:29 Understand your journey—not losing compassion but keeping focus—allowing—Hatonn
reads portion of letter from New Zealand asking for America's help—New Zealand
changed to dollar standard—pound to be devalued—intent and intention—spirit is not
matter
10:50 Must come into balance regarding intent, purpose, and self-centeredness—keeping
information from the public
11:40 Africa where mothers and children are starving—Chernobyl—evil empire—open your
eyes to the mind—chakras—keep focus with God—the force of God
14:50 Hatonn's plan—Mr. Cole zapped
16:08 Letter from the "Doc"—debate versus foolish argument—magic tempered with
wisdom—proof of God
20:00 Mr. Cole and Hatonn—Quayle—asteroid—Hatonn's history—Pleiadians among us—
planet Zandar—Sagon, Prince of Zandar—evil intent—imposter—John (call in) asks
Hatonn about photon energy—George (call in) from planet Kamara regarding nuclear or
economic crisis—verbal conflict Hatonn with Sagon, Prince of Zandar
43:49 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910618-1b

910618-1b
December 4, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
RE-MATCH EXPLAINED
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Re-Match Explained
00:02 Zandar speaking and unidentified others who are difficult to understand due to electrical
interference
03:49 [H] Man is desperate to find answers—Zandar represents pure evil—this is a good test—
listen for clues—Wormwood
07:53 Crown Prince Zandar argues regarding semite versus anti-semite—belief in God—
Zionist—Illuninati, Bilderberg Group, Trilateral
11:35 Radio station host, Mr. Jack Cole, controlling electronic interference when Hatonn speaks
14:43 Off the air—typical of disinformation—space command wil be blamed—no moral
conscience—New York is an expendable city
21:47 Making fools of themselves—embarassments—use discernment as to when to put phone
down—
these are lessons we must have—how do you keep it going?
26:01 Audience background conversing—Catholic Church—this is your universe—Mother
represents Creation—female/male counter parts revered—White Buffalo Woman or
White Buffalo Calf Woman—no time, no space—mother is the creative womb—pulse
waves
31:20 Germain—volcanic eruptions—earthquakes
34:00 Massive destruction hides massive activity—upheavals—why you are here
36:44 The plan is that you have NOTHING—time of Kali—cycle change
39:10 Cosmospheres—no perfection on earth—be sure of what you wish—service
43:50 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910618-2a

910618-2a
January 4, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
PERCEPTIONS OF RAPTURE
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Perceptions of Rapture
00:43 George and Desiree Green on speaking engagements
02:08 Less than 3% against you—promise to self—Germain on alchemy—masses will
comprehend—coming into knowing
05:09 Mr. Cole will destroy himself if he continues in this manner—Martin Downey, Jr.—
Judeo-Christian—no point in argument—Issac Newton's gravity
08:21 The Phoenix (Starship)—deceptions—keeping us preoccupied
11:28 Going back to tribal conditions is not of God
12:19 Imperative to learn what God is—reality is the one within
12:56 Rapture—what happens at the time of rapture—supreme state of love—rapture is spirit—
emotional state of being—getting off planet with physical body—two choices: keep
going on or keep going on—no peace in the valley of life—soul comes into knowing—
God is abundant—one in Godness can save self
21:05 You will know what to do when the time comes—coming into knowing—thinking can
get you into trouble—education—natural law—hybridization—most will not make it
26:05 Soul never dies—death is a state of rest—refolding—man will always be man—places of
growth—how man is being destroyed—ones behind the cause of the destruction—
karma—how do you know?
30:26 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910618-2b

910618-2b
January 15, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
A PEEK AT GERMAIN'S NEW JOURNAL
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 A Peek At Germain's New Journal
00:31 Aquino in trouble—Philippine people close to becoming communists—Philippines more
important that you know—gold brought in—Trilateral—controlled government—serpent
03:12 From God's Light came a projection—it's all about sex—blue tone, female—red tone,
male—pairs—electricity—compression—expansion—frequency—light pulsation
05:00 Planets in alignment—evolution of solar system—melting polar cap—balance—man may
do
something foolish—igniting the atmosphere—
rest is sleep—man cannot judge his
own
experience—if your mission is not finished, you will come back—lift off
10:14 They can duplicate blood
11:40 The point of the game is to win
12:20 Air is saturated with HIV virus
13:21 Regarding battery—no such thing as a negative charge—spheres—cubes—crystals—not
two kinds of electricity—humor—illusion of contradictions—we are in a creative
universe—chaos
19:21 END OF MEETING

910625-1a
January 17, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
TIDBITS FROM GERMAIN
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Tidbits From Germain
01:05 Doris and Germain finish important Journal—hope to have workshop explaining this
information—disinformation given from the beginning
03:36 Human mind responds and listens to "AUTHORITY"—Bruce Cathie—Germain is a
scientist and an alchemist—Seventh Ray (violet) frequency impacts electrical circuitry
which transmutes
07:42 Frequency 16.9443 spacecraft comes into view—mind of God projected through
electrical waves—word "God" misused—there is no one who knows—this is the group
through which truth of God is beamed—electrical cycles of mind—God is the zero—God
projects
12:01 Male, female—pairs—two dimensions into three—comprehending the universe—
understanding—knowing
14:15 You do not split atoms—isotopes—atomic weight—carbon—credibility
16:40 Khazar element—Judaists, Iraq—Israel, false Jews—Laws of Abraham—Anti-Christ
comes through least expected source—NWO—UN
19:36 Gas tanks at the Ekkers—Mr. Horn—Jason Brent
23:28 Rick Martin—new nation—constitutional boundaries—salvage the Constitution—
survival package
25:59 Report progress—Germain using diagrams from Russell's book, given by Germain
originally
29:29 Lao Russell—only Walter understood the information—electric universe—free energy—
only in the mind is a blueprint of every cell in the body—information upon which
creation functions
35:58 Need for scientific minds in the class—center is gravity—compression—we represent
seed of human experience
37:55 Everything made in rings—only one way/direction, one kind of electricity—splitting
atoms creates murder for your planet—adversary knows it
40:07 Intent is to get rid of life—lineage via England—colored races to be eliminated first
43:46 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910625-1b

910625-1b
January 17, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
FROM HERE TO WHERE
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 From Here To Where
00:27 A discussion of Sherrie's financial transaction with accompanying harassment—IMF—
Soviet Russia—Elizabeth 1st—Great Britain bankrupt—Sherrie's fiasco was an inside
job, for a commission—gather a collection of coins while waiting for currency exchange
11:25 Get positions on various publication boards of directors or editorial staff—when you are
"born again", be sure you are born one with God—need for strong workers, not saints—
get back into balance with your source
15:24 How does one eliminate fear when speaking about the "word" to others? Release and
allow—masses will not accept until they see things falling apart—opinions—fear, denial,
force
20:25 End of world inconvenience—Bush—Casey—don't pain over it
24:37 Man has been trained for generations and it only takes three for change—Asian soldiers
on Southern borders—Viet Cong off coast of Florida—this material hard to read—fear
and panic for loved ones—adversary has you convinced—change it by recognition
29:38 Getting sucked into the "New Age"—there is nothing but mind—it can detach itself—no
competition in outer space—adversary locked in the physical—detach from physical so
you can come into knowing—cycle of life
33:45 Cannot change the thoughts of man—must prepare for restarting—getting out the word—
fill a need—no safe place—they plan to have it all
37:48 Kissinger—adversary no longer cautious, have become very egotistical—Bush—
executive orders
40:03 They should be watching the Philippines—large undersea volcano—left all equipment at
the bases—hundreds of millions of dollars lost—massive computer system—surplus goes
to Israel
42:41 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910625-2a

910625-2a
January 18, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hateonn
A BIT OF SEX EDUCATION
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 A Bit of Sex Education
00:27 Stealth planes—have a healthy respect—why and what are "they" doing?—Saddam
Hussein—it is all written—man has to want change
04:11 Gay movement—God does not punish, reward, or judge—intent—demanding right to
behavior—stress on body system
08:54 Violent weather
10:34 Past lives—God mind—reasons for looking at the past—repeating errors—no wisdom in
forgetting—past life regressions—you only have mind to work with—hypnotherapy—
thought projection—you are a reflection
19:10 Blood sports—conditioned to violence—no sex to open sex—you are what's wrong with
you—reaping what you have sown
22:20 Get informed—force—be ready to release—they have got you—perspective—abundance
26:11 Asking children their sexual preference—opposites do not attract—gravity—mass—
electrical potential—Isaac Newton's apple
29:59 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910625-2b

910625-2b
January 16, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
AIDS AND THINGS
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Aids and Things
00:02 Mistress of Voltaire translated Isaac Newton's "Philosophiae Principia Mathematica"—
Germain and Newton sit with Dharma when she writes—Tesla and Newton were
friends—sent personal messages to Dr. Overholt—time of God is at hand
03:10 All things are cubes and spheres—rings around a central hole—mass—compression
05:13 You must rid yourself of wrong concepts—the magnet—infinite circle of infinity—
immortality—replications are soul-less—soul-less beings get into high places
08:43 How to use this information—Bruce Cathie—scientists are all but lost—information will
not be given to just anyone
14:10 You are projection of high source to serve—thought projection never ends in the third
dimension
16:36 Caring for Aids patients—cleanliness protocol—attitude—if you want to get Aids, you
will—when the mind knows—man-made disease—crystalline formation—Rife
microscope—mutation—syphilis—Rock Hudson—no one dies of Aids
25:20 Difference between Aids and tertiary syphilis—spirochetes—carcinoma
29:59 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910625-3a

910625-3a
January 20, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
WHAT HAPPENED?
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 What Happened?
00:06 Weather control—particle beam projection
03:18 Lots of plans—getting ready for nuclear war—you will be given to know—it is nice to be
God
05:27 What is in the sky?—Man knows—Bruce Cathie's information does not go far enough—
Germain on the word "chauvinism"—intent—planned chaos—divorce in a depression—
Russians have advanced technology—war is still on—underground facilities—92 will be
a
big year
14:09 END OF MEETING

910706-1a
January 21, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THE RADIATION SCENARIO
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 The Radiation Scenario
00:58 Germain sits with us today—we all are from the magnificent thought of Creative
Source—created versus uncreated—electrical pulse frequency system—Akashic record—
illusion—reconstruct and make correct perception
07:25 Coming into understanding—source decides—universe invisible—reflecting light—
comprehension—reason versus calculate
11:35 Always seek—to be of service—can't remember former level of service—motion, nonmotion—transition—keep within the shield—letting life get in the way—where are your
values?
17:01 Time of testing the atomic bomb—we are all dying of radiation poisoning—live by the
laws—we write history of the planet, of a species—man does not want to hear it—man
has
no concept of what this is—God promised to bring the word—we volunteered to serve—
mind has been lied to—God will not interfere—safety zone—Laws of God
22:21 Korton's ship—rapture—Esu—not many going—what God said—what you do
25:07 Cancer—compression and expansion—cells being mutated—everything is electricity—
motion is in waves—central shaft is absolutely still—everything is metal—everything is
perfectly safe in its proper setting—uranium
28:44 Manifestation—elements that freeze—magnetic pull—you are chosen—damage is to the
atmosphere and planet—life seeds—nuclear bombardment—we are headed for hell
36:30 Appending articles from the paper into court documents
38:50 Protection—be prepared—ozone depletion—nuclear is not peaceful—one-twenty-eighth
of an ounce of plutonium
42:35 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910706-1b

910706-1b
January 30, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
RADIATION EVERYWHERE
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Radiation Everywhere
00:10 A river rendered useless-birds—measuring instruments useless—HIV virus—we are
being killed by radioactivity
03:16 Cure for cancer—Germain—we will take a remnant through—seeds, other life forms
already off planet—God may put earth aside in his thoughts
07:17 If you are a part of God's plan—your focus—your business
11:25 Laws of the land/God—incredible plans afoot—Saddam Hussein—nuclear war—Saudi
Arabia, Arab Nation
14:10 Nuclear testing—Bimini Islands
14:22 San Francisco bomb—1952 nuclear plant melt-down—radiation is in our stratosphere—
ash from Pinatubo—nothing will contain the radioactivity
18:46 Why do babies want to be birthed here at this time?—Many birthed now are not of God's
projection—experience—don't judge, discern
21:07 What the books are for—knowledge must come in gradual steps—do something about
your Constitution—information in Journals is for those seeking information—there is no
peaceful use of atomic energy—ask for guidance—mind overriding senses—a bullet does
not move
29:30 Shielding—underestimating the power you hold
31:04 No thrust toward scientific community—through with martyrs—Series of: Pleiades
Connection Journals—UFO community
37:33 Hatonn does not like to be referred to as a space jerk, nor his crew referenced the same—
God does not have to do anything—your entire scientific concept and foundation is
absolutely wrong
40:15 Billions upon billions of planets in the universe—God will not let you get hurt
42:39 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910706-2a

910706-2a
February 1, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
EXPERIENCING ON PLANET EARTH
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:20
04:53
06:20

Experiencing On Planet Earth
High level of compassion—total love—responsibility—adversary—death
Coming into knowing
Planet at the time of cleansing—life span, 0-110 years—created to experience—will go
to a place to match your level of growth—where you get confused—a tedious balance—
sequence of evolvement—put word out to the best of your ability—God portion of you—
your perception—must be teachers
19:22 Earth's consciousness—we are living in a time that has already been—you know what is
coming—God, Creator, Creation is separate—overall program—every motion goes to
everywhere in the universe—time of dispersing—time of renewal—a planet blossoms
into perfection as the people on the planet blossom into perfection—coming into a new
age of consciousness—collective thought forms—human thought forms manifest
into given things—physical environment will take a negative, destructive approach—
universe has a consciousness—you have no right to decide what is the universal order—
why is there an appendix? Was that an error?—You must come back to work within the
Laws of God
32:45 Earth's age now—oral traditions of the natives—Atlantis—August 17, 1987 Earth born
anew—Harmonic Convergence—Jose Arguelles—be sure you know what you are
doing—world of electricity—collective creation to fix what is wrong—inside you know
the truth—no work has been attacked as this work has—the Phoenix bird is the highest
symbol which came to the Hu-Man—Quetzal bird—Avatar
44:22 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910706-2b

910706-2b
February 1, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
EARTH AND PEOPLE REVELATIONS
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Earth and People Revelations
00:10 When Mount St. Helens blew, it was a sign—Green Ants come out of the earth—the
Quetzals (birds) have come back—Saudi Arabia—where eagles gather—specialness of
persons, place—the word will come consolidated
02:01 Dharma—confusion—be only concerned with self—only ones intended to have certain
items (symbols) will have them—everything on this earth is in relation to everything
else—life is God, giving and regiving—God-sharing
07:10 Blame—should be's—prove it
08:47 EJ reads a letter—A Course in Miracles—did Jesus Sananda write this?—A great truth—
acknowledgement of self—truth stands test of time—man did the misleading—looking
outside of self—if it is yours, no one can take it—tools for guidance—soul in torment—
child versus adult—all she sees is pain—world does not revolve around you—are you
incarcerated in your mind?
29:31 If you petition God, He answers you, not someone else—learn to LISTEN WITHIN—
expectations
32:41 Neighbors spying on neighbors—court hearings—attorneys—anti-semite—still
misunderstandings—gifts structured as business—IRS
43:28 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910706-3a

910706-3a
February 2, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
PHILIPPINE GOLD AND ASHTAR
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Philippine Gold and Ashtar
00:45 Nevada Corporation—beautiful widowed woman—keep your eyes on the news—illusion
of emergency—5,000 tons of gold will be dumped on the market out of the
Philippines—Japanese gold—Trilateral Commission—Marcos shipped one-third
of the gold to Switzerland—gold sent to London via Flying Tiger Air Cargo—gold as
collateral—Russia—elite taking over—Soviet Union—cosmospheres—Gorbachev—
South Africa in painful circumstances—enjoy the challenge of your journey—choice—
your actions speak louder than words
15:01 Who or what is Ashtar?—Everything in motion is recorded by electrical impulse—
everything from God is a cube—compression, cube—expansion, sphere—Akashic
records—an entity oversees records—higher records than Akashic records—experience
limited—
service—parallel universe—sister galaxy—overseer over system—"earth" planets—
Ashtar is the computer system for this place and time—a twin flame is silly, absurd—
Hatonn responsible for records being kept—evacuation of a planet can happen in fifteen
minutes
30:01 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910706-3b

910706-3b
February 2, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
TWIN FLAMES AND OTHER THINGS
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Twin Flames and Other Things
00:03 A place is prepared—a beam of light will retrieve you—will be some damaged bodies—
higher brothers keep learning better ways—Ashtar will know who can make it—children
lifted first then according to level of evolvement—the planet is being held in by
compression—will of God-everyone will make it—universe will come to a time of rest—
cycles—still shaft—spinning in rings—in film, wheels going backwards—mind is a
computer—we are a projection from Light Source—balance, unbalance—knowingness
adjusts—fear of the unknown—adversary knows—compassion will not override
intelligence—terroristic tactic—threats—keep shields up—adversary has limits—cannot
do it on your own
18:22 Ashtar is both a being and a computer—channels—Athena—twin flame—truth—don't
get smug—God would not go cavorting around the universe having sex—God is bound
by the Laws and the Commandments—what happens to the souls of replacements?—You
cannot be tampered with against your will
29:18 Cold fusion
29:54 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 910706-4a

910706-4a
February 2, 2012
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
COLD FUSION
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Cold Fusion
00:10 "They" don't understand what is happening—oil companies and Atomic Energy
Commission will not allow replacement of those two things—cold fusion, heavy water
turns into deadly metal—atomic radiation is not free energy—movie "Terminator 2",
shows truth of being blown apart and coming back together—truth is known by the
adversary—nuclear detonation—will ruin planet for over 20,000 years—10,000 years
before you can touch the radiation waste—Yucca Mountain—oral tradition—scientists
do not have answers—are you embarrassed by God?—"The purple shirts"—we will not
leave our brothers
14:07 END OF MEETING

